TFN Impact Report
Name of your Organisation:

Luminary Ltd

Date of TFN event which you
pitched at?

03/12/2018

Name of the project TFN funded:

Luminary Bakery

Were you able to undertake your
project as you outlined in the
application?

Yes

Can you describe and/or
demonstrate the specific impact
that TFN funding has had against
your initial objectives?

We were able to support 21 new women this year through our bakery
training programmes, plus 30 past graduates of our programmes to
progress in their lives and careers. Of the women we supported, 69%
have experienced homelessness, 24% are survivors of trafficking, 78%
struggle with mental health issues including PTSD and 26% have been
through the criminal justice system. In terms of results, 96% reported
an increase in skills and knowledge, 83% an increase in self esteem,
62% improvements in mental health. We have also been able to
undertake an Impact Evaluation Project to analyse our effectiveness
at supporting the UK's most disadvantaged women to reach their
potential, and implement changes to make us better at service
provision as well as tracking and reporting impact.

What portion of the project did
TFN fund?

8.5% Of full Luminary project

How many direct beneficiaries
did the TFN funded project
reach?

51

How many indirect beneficiaries
did the TFN funded project
reach?

11 children of beneficiaries

Were you able to leverage
further funding as a result of TFN
support?

Yes

If yes, how much were you able
to raise and from whom?

£3,700 from Addidi Pioneers event - thankyou!

Has the training you received
from TFN better prepared you in
pitching your organisation to
potential funders?

Yes

Did you receive any pro-bono
support, volunteer offers or
introductions as a result of the
event?

Yes

If yes, can you provide details on
the support you received.

Yes we gained a brilliant volunteer mentor for one of our graduates

Has TFN Increased your capacity

Yes

TFN Impact Report
to raise further funds?
How important was TFN funding
in helping you achieve your
objectives?

We would have found it difficult to achieve our objectives without
TFN funding

Since presenting at TFN, has your
organisation undergone any
other significant changes?

Yes! We have separated from Kahaila and set up as our own entity!
We have also opened a 2nd location and tripled in size as an
organisation. We are now working with 4x the number of women at
any one time - amazing growth this year!

Do you have any other
comments or feedback on the
experience of the TFN process?

Thankyou for your support!

Can you tell us any personal
stories to highlight the value of
the project?

